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   A recording by Polish pianist Wojciech Kocyan was recently chosen by the Gramophone 

magazine as one of 50 greatest classical music recordings ever made, alongside recordings of 

such luminaries as Leonard Bernstein, Dietrich Fisher-Dieskau, Nicolaus Harnoncourt and 

Arthur Rubinstein. 

   The Gramophone, published in London, is considered by many to be the most prestigious 

journal of the world of classical music. For the 2007 September issue, the music critics of the 

magazine put together a list of 50 greatest recordings of all time which, however, are not 

widely known. Wojciech Kocyan’s CD of Prokofiev, Scriabin and Rachmaninoff was chosen 

and praised for its “world class artistry.” The critic stated that the recording “not only stands 

ground alongside Pollini, Ashkenazy and Richter but also offers fresh insights that totally 

serve the music.” 

   The magazine cover features the headline “The genius of Wojciech Kocyan.”   ❒ 
 

__________ 

Gramaphone Magazine Honors Wojciech Kocyan 

See’s candies calls them 

“Scotch Kisses.... 

but turns out that these 

candies are really 

“Polish Kisses”  
 

...a candy maker named Anton Busath so 

enjoyed the performance that he asked 

Madame Modjeska if he might dedicate a 

confection in her honor.  He had in mind a 

caramel-covered marshmallow similar to a 

Polish candy and sometimes called a 

"caramel biscuit," although it is nothing like 

a biscuit made by a pastry cook. Modjeska 

agreed to the use of her name, and Anton 

Busath began selling “Modjeskas” in 

Kentucky soon afterward. When the Busath 

candy store was lost in a fire in 1947, the 

task of making Modjeskas was taken up by 

the Bauer family who had been making a 

“caramel biscuit” similar in quality to 

Busath’s. Today you can find Bauer’s candy 

Modjeskas in specialty stores, in Christmas 

catalogs and online at their website if you 

Click here.  

h t t p : / / memb er s . co x . n e t / j j s ch n eb e l /

modjeska.html 
 

   Some candy makers dip “caramel biscuits” 

in chocolate and call them Modjeskas. In 

California the See’s Candy company sell a 

similar item called “scotch kisses,” with 

more of a butterscotch than a caramel flavor. 

A Louisville confectioner reportedly makes 

“Modjeska eggs” at Easter time, rolling 

warm caramel-covered marshmallow eggs 

in chopped pecans.  

   A recipe is difficult to come by, but there 

are two online that are included here.  
 

MODJESKA CANDIES  

Please note:  Allow one full hour for 

preparation and follow instructions exactly! 

Do not attempt on a damp and rainy day.  
 

Ingredients:  

 A package of regular size (not miniature) 

marshmallows  

2 cups white (granulated) sugar  

1 cup white (Light) Karo corn syrup  

1 large can evaporated milk  

1 small can evaporated milk  

1/2 lb. margarine  

pinch baking soda  

1 teaspoon vanilla  
 

   Boil the sugar and Karo syrup in a 

saucepan until it reaches 254 degrees 

Fahrenheit on a candy thermometer. Add the 

margarine and stir until melted.  

   Keep the syrup boiling. Keep it boiling 

also as you add the milk a little at a time and 

stir constantly. Add a pinch of baking soda 

and boil and stir until it reaches 237 degrees 

on the candy thermometer (the soft ball 

stage). Without scraping the sides of the 

saucepan, pour the mixture into a buttered 

square or oblong cake pan. Allow to cool 

until comfortable to touch. Cut into one inch 

squares. Take each square of caramel and 

stretch it out flat enough to fold around a 

marshmallow.  

Wrap each piece of candy in a square of 

waxed paper.  
 

The following recipe eschews evaporated 

milk in favor of cream.  
 

MODJESKAS II  
 

 Ingredients :  

 2 c. sugar  

 2 tbsp. butter  

 1 1/4 c. white corn syrup  

 1 tsp. vanilla  

 2 c. heavy cream (do not substitute 

evaporated milk)  

 Pinch of salt  

 3/4 lb. marshmallows, cut in half  

    with scissors  
 

Preparation :  

   Combine sugar, 1 cup of cream, butter, 

syrup, and salt in a heavy 3 or 4 quart 

saucepan.  Put remaining cream in a small 

pan and heat it separately. Bring sugar-

cream-butter mixture to boil, stirring  

constantly. Wipe down sides of pan with 

wet cloth or cover with lid briefly to 

dissolve remaining sugar crystals. When it 

begins a rolling boil, dribble the hot cup of 

cream into the boiling mixture, stirring. 

Don’t let the boiling stop. Cook over 

medium heat, stirring as necessary to 

prevent scorching until thermometer 

registers 238 degrees. Remove from heat 

and stir in vanilla. Allow cooked caramel to 

stand 10 minutes before starting to dip. Drop 

marshmallow half into caramel, then with 

fork, turn it over to coat completely and lift 

out, pulling the fork over edge of pan so 

surplus runs back into pan. Place each piece 

on buttered or oiled surface, such as cookie 

sheets or waxed paper. When set, wrap each 

piece separately in waxed paper.  

Article submitted by Ania Karwan   ❒ 

 

__________ 

h   When reflecting on Communism, most 

people consider primarily either the question 

of governance in that system, deriving 

satisfaction from their acquired insight into 

the various factions within Communist 

parties, or the macabre aspect of 

Communism that can truly take the breath 

away from an observer not prepared for 

such revelations and vistas. On the other 

hand, considerably fewer people pay 

attention to the essential aspect of 

Communism, which, more than anything 

else lies in the violent change in 

relationships pertaining to property 

ownership. It can be said that both the 

specific character of political rule in the 

Communist system, and the terror 

accompanying it are rooted in these violent 

changes. 

   All these changes arise from liquidation of 

private property or, more precisely, from its 

confiscation in the interest of “society” in 

whose name administration of property is 

taken over by the bureaucratic apparatus of 

the Communist State. This apparatus is 

chosen in turn by the Communist Party on 

the basis of selection of individuals who 

have demonstrated their loyalty to the Party 

and its ideology. Obviously, an owner who 

has lost his property involuntarily, 

especially when deprived of it by force, will 

go to any lengths to regain it, and to that end 

will devote all his energy and inventiveness. 

The Communist party knows this full well 

and for that very reason uses terror right 

from the start, in order to disabuse anyone 

from the dream of “turning back the wheel 

of history”, as they say. 
 

The Concept of Justice  

under Communism 

   The Communist party, and in particular its 

ideological core, acts with a sense of 

mission of implementing and making 

permanent the so-called “social justice.” It is 

worthwhile to note that the Communist idea 

of justice is very ambitious and implies an 

ideal state of social relationships. Clearly, 

this has its obvious consequences, since at 

the moment of achievement of such an ideal, 

changes of any kind are undesirable. Every 

change in the ideal state must imply its 

worsening, since all roads from a peak lead 

downward. For that reason Communist 

societies and states give the impression of 

being fossilized even when to all those 

being governed, as well as those doing the 

governing the absurdity of the solutions 

implemented in existing social structures 

becomes obvious. 

   The definition of that ideal situation, 

called “social justice”, proclaims: “from all 

according to their abilities, to all according 

to their needs.” The sine qua non condition 

for implementing justice thus defined is full 

knowledge of both the “needs” and 

“abilities”. The needs are relatively easy to 

define. Everyone is able to express them 

personally, but even then, the question arises 

whether we ought to accept them at their 

face value, or introduce some verification 

tools. When it comes to abilities, things look 

worse. Generally, one is hard put to define 

his own abilities, let alone those of others. 

Therefore the process of defining one’s 

abilities gets very complicated; most or 

perhaps even all people have a natural 

tendency to downplay their abilities, 

especially when their obligations are 

proportionally contingent upon those 

abilities. At the same time, implementation 

of social justice requires that both needs and 

abilities be clearly defined - otherwise the 

whole concept ceases to make sense. Hence, 

there emerges the necessity for an authority, 

whose declarations regarding needs, and 

most of all, abilities, will be accepted 

universally and without objection, i.e. 

without further discussion. This implies that 

it is government that determines both the 

abilities and needs, as it is the only body 

whose decision will be accepted universally 

and without dissent. Thus the conclusion 

emerges that social justice can be 

implemented only in the absence of 

freedom. One can not have a cake and eat it 

too. Simultaneous enjoyment of liberty and 

social justice becomes impossible. Here a 

paradox emerges. After all, both freedom 

and justice are unequivocally of positive 

value, so how can they exclude each other? 

So, as to whether in the Communist system 

social justice was or was not correctly 

implemented notwithstanding, it is patently 

clear that freedom there has been destroyed 

from the very beginning. Moreover, this was 

not caused by any error - or as the system’s 

proponents are fond of saying “deviance” - 

but is the inevitable result of the very 

concept of justice, as embraced by 

Communist ideology. In adherence to this 

concept, private property was liquidated, 

and liberty destroyed through the 

introduction of totalitarian rule whose basis 

is the use of terror. In addition, cultural 

changes were introduced, entailing the 

depravation of existing culture - a 

depravation whose fundamental goal was 

justification of the Communist economic 

and political order. 
 

We will now discuss in more detail the 

economic, political and cultural aspects of 

these changes. 
 

The Economic Aspect 

   One’s position in the social hierarchy 

under Communism was in principle derived 

from that in the political one. Notable 

exceptions to this rule, like for instance that 

of Cardinal Stefan Wyszyński, the Primate 

of Poland, who enjoyed the position of the 

utmost moral and spiritual authority, only 

confirm this fact. Moreover, with the level 

of one’s position within the political 

hierarchy was also connected the level of an 

one’s wealth, the latter arising not only from 

his or her official share in  national  income,  
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